Violence

Violence effects my life everyday. When I walk out my house I wonder will I catch a bullet through my chest, or get stabbed up. At night I shut all my windows and close the blinds because I think someone's watching me. Everyday when I leave my house all I see is drug dealing, police chasing, chasing and fighting. All I hear is police sirens and yelling all the time. When I watch the news and hear about the incidents going on, I think to myself that's so close by or that could have been me. What causes violence is the people doing it, peoples attitude, prepressure, and your surroundence. What I can do about youth violence is try to talk to the people I can and explain what their futures will be like in a couple of years. When I see all this violence going on it scares me because I wonder will that happen to me or I think about how their families must feel. When I think about violence it makes me feel like double looking at my choices and makes me wanna do more in life it makes me feel to succeed in life and push my family forward so that I don't see them end up in the street like others. That's how violence effects my life.